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I1

ENHANCED TOUCH

Primates have an enhanced sense of touch. This sensitivity is due in part to 
the presence of dermal ridges (fingerprints and toe prints) on the inside 
surfaces of the hands and feet. The potto, a prosimian, has primitive 
dermal ridges, whereas the human, a higher primate, has more derived 
ridges, which provide better gripping ability.
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GENERALIZED SKELETAL STRUCTURE 

Primates have a generalized skeletal structure. The bones that make up the 
shoulders, upper limbs, lower limbs, and other major joints such as the 
hands and feet are separate, giving primates a great deal of flexibility when 
moving in trees. In this monkey skeleton, note the grasping hands and feet, 
the long tail, and the equal length of the front and hind limbs relative to 
each other.

REDUCED SMELL

Primates have a reduced sense of smell. The smaller and less projecting 
snouts of most primates indicate their decreased reliance on smell.

DIETARY VERSATILITY

Primates have dietary plasticity. Part of the record of primate dietary 
adaptation is found in the teeth. The red colobus monkey dentition 
shown here is typical of a catarrhine dentition with a 2/1/2/3 dental 
formula. Note the differences in morphology of the four different tooth 
types: incisors (I1, I2), canines (C), premolars (P3, P4), and molars 
(M1, M2, M3).

ENHANCED VISION

Primates have an enhanced sense of vision. Evolution has given primates 
better vision, including increased depth perception and seeing in color. 
The eyes’ convergence provides significant overlap in the visual fields and 
thus greater sense of depth.  
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Reduced
snout length
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6.2
Primate Adaptation in Microcosm:
The Taï Forest, Ivory Coast, West Africa

Apes Leave Africa: On to New Habitats and New Adaptations |  237236  | CHAPTER 9 Primate Origins and Evolution: The First 50 Million Years

Primate evolution began with primitive primates in the Eocene, setting the stage for the origin of all hominoids. Euprimates of the Eocene had 
the basic characteristics of living primates, such as convergent eye orbits and grasping digits. In the last 20 million years, primates diversified 
in appearance and behavior. These changes included the shift, for some, from life in the trees to life on the ground, and eventually the 
beginning of bipedality in the late miocene. (Based on Fleagle, J. G. Primate Adaptation and Evolution, 2nd ed. 1999. Academic Press.)

Scenes from the late Eocene in the Paris Basin. 
Top: The diurnal Adapis is feeding on leaves. 
Bottom: Several taxa of omomyids (Pseudoloris, Necrolemur, Microchoerus). 
Note the large eyes, a nocturnal adaptation, typical of both ancient and 
modern prosimians who are active at night. 

Scene from the early Miocene of Rusinga Island, Kenya. Apes first 
appeared during this period, and these are the first apes (two species 
of Proconsul, Dendropithecus, Limnopithecus). These and other taxa 
form the ancestry of all later apes and hominins. Note the range of 
habitats occupied by these primates within the forest, including some in 
the middle and lower canopies and some on the forest floor. These 
primates show a combination of monkeylike and apelike features, in the 
skeleton and skull, respectively.

Scenes from the early Oligocene of the Fayum, Egypt. 
These anthropoid ancestors include Aegyptopithecus, 
Propliopithecus, and Apidium. These primates were adept 
arborealists, using their hands and feet for climbing and 
feeding.

Convergent eyes 
and grasping hands

Large eyes for 
nocturnal vision

Eocene 34–56 mya

Oligocene 23–34 mya Miocene 5.3–23 mya

Quadrupedal,
monkeylike primate with
superb arboreal skills

Quadrupedal, apelike primate.
Note the lack of a tail, an
ape characteristic.

Eocene-Oligocene-Miocene Habitats and 
Their Primates
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Figure 1.3
The Six Big Events of Human 
Evolution: Bipedalism, Nonhoning 
Chewing, Dependence on Material 
Culture, Speech, Hunting, and 
Domestication of Plants and 
Animals pp. 10–11

Figure 3.17
Protein Synthesis pp. 58–59

Figure 6.2
Primate Adaptation in Microcosm: 
The Taï Forest, Ivory Coast, West 
Africa pp. 136–137

Figure 9.21
Eocene–  Oligocene– 
 Miocene Habitats and Their 
Primates pp. 236–237

Figure 10.16
From Discovery to Understanding: 
Ardipithecus of Aramis pp. 260–261
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TO THE INSTRUCTOR

HOW THIS BOOK CAN HELP YOUR 
STUDENTS DISCOVER PHYSICAL 
ANTHROPOLOGY

IT IS ABOUT ENGAGEMENT

Teaching is about  engagement—  connecting the student with 
knowledge, making it real to the student, and having the 
student come away from the course with an understanding 
of core concepts. Essentials of Physical Anthropology seeks to 
engage the student in the learning process. Engaging the 
student is perhaps more of a challenge in the study of phys-
ical anthropology than in the study of other sciences, mainly 
because the student has likely never heard of the subject. 
The average student has probably taken a precollege course 
in chemistry, physics, or biology. Physical anthropology, 
though, is rarely mentioned or taught in precollege settings. 
Commonly, the student frst fnds out about the subject 
when an academic advisor explains that physical anthro-
pology is a popular course that fulflls the college’s natural 
science requirement.

Once taking the course, however, that same student 
usually connects quickly with the subject because so many 
of the topics are  familiar—  fossils, evolution, race, genet-
ics, DNA, monkeys, forensic investigations, and origins of 
speech, to name a few. The student simply had not real-
ized that these separately engaging topics come under the 
umbrella of one discipline, the subject of which is the study 
of human evolution and human variability.

Perhaps drawn to physical anthropology because it 
focuses on our past and our present as a species, the student 
quickly sees the fundamental importance of the discipline. 
In Discover magazine’s 100 top stories of 2009, 18 were from 
physical anthropology. Three topics from the feld were in 
the top 10, including the remarkable new discovery of our 
earliest human ancestor, Ardipithecus. So important was this 
discovery that Science, the leading international professional 
science journal, called it the “Breakthrough of the Year” for 

2009. The discussions in this textbook of topics familiar 
and unfamiliar give the student  stepping-  stones to science 
and to the centrality of physical anthropology as a window 
into understanding our world. Whether the students fnd 
the material familiar or unfamiliar, they will see that the 
book relates the discipline to human life: real concerns 
about human bodies and human identity. They will see 
themselves from an entirely diferent point of view and gain 
new awareness.

In writing this book, I made no assumptions about what 
the reader knows, except to assume that the  reader—  the stu-
dent attending your physical anthropology  class—  has very 
little or no background in physical anthropology. As I wrote 
the book, I constantly refected on the core concepts of phys-
ical anthropology and how to make them understandable. I 
combined this quest for both accuracy and clarity with my 
philosophy of  teaching—  namely, engage the student to help 
the student learn. Simply, teaching is about engagement. 
While most students in an introductory physical anthro-
pology class do not intend to become professional physical 
anthropologists, some of these students become interested 
enough to take more courses. So this book is written for stu-
dents who will not continue their study of physical anthro-
pology, those who get “hooked” by this fascinating subject 
(a common occurrence!), and those who now or eventually 
decide to become professionals in the feld.

The book is unifed by the subject of physical anthropol-
ogy. But equally important is the central theme of  science— 
 what it is, how it is done, and how scientists (in our case, 
anthropologists) learn about the natural world. I wrote the 
book so as to create a picture of who humans are as organ-
isms, how we got to where we are over the last millions of 
years of evolution, and where we are going in the future in 
light of current conditions. In regard to physical anthro-
pology, the student should fnish the book understanding 
human evolution and how it is studied, how the present 
helps us understand the past, the diversity of organisms 
living and past, and the nature of biological change over 
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time and across geography. Such knowledge should help the 
student answer questions about the world. For example, how 
did primates emerge as a unique group of mammals? Why 
do people look diferent from place to place around the 
world? Why is it important to gain exposure to sunlight yet 
unsafe to prolong that exposure? Why is it unhealthy to be 
excessively overweight? Throughout their history, what have 
humans eaten, and why is it important to know?

I have presented such topics so that the student can come 
to understand the central concepts and build from them a 
fuller understanding of physical anthropology. Throughout 
the book, I emphasize hypothesis testing, the core of the 
scientifc method, and focus on that process and the excite-
ment of discovery. The narrative style is personalized. Often 
I draw on my own experiences and those of scientists I know 
or am familiar with through their teaching and writing, to 
show the student how problems are addressed through feld-
work or through laboratory investigations.

Scientists do not just collect facts. Rather, they collect 
data and make observations that help them answer questions 
about the complex natural world we all inhabit. Refecting 
this practice, Essentials of Physical Anthropology is a collec-
tion not of facts for the student to learn but of answers to 
questions that help all of us understand who we are as living 
organisms and our place in the world. Science is a way of 
knowing, it is a learning process, and it connects our lives 
with our world. In these ways, it is liberating.

HOW THE BOOK IS ORGANIZED

The book is divided into two parts. Following an introduc-
tory overview of anthropology and physical anthropology, 
Part  I presents the key principles and concepts in biology, 
especially from an evolutionary perspective. This material 
draws largely on the study of living organisms, including 
humans and nonhuman primates. Because much of our 
understanding of the past is drawn from what we have 
learned from the present, this part lays the foundation for 
the presentation in Part  II—  the past record of primate and 
human evolution. In putting the record of the living up front, 
this book departs from the style of most other introductory 
physical anthropology textbooks, which start out with the 
earliest record and end with the living. This book takes the 
position that most of what we learn about the past is based 
on theory and principles learned from the living record. 
Just as all of Charles Darwin’s ideas were frst derived from 
seeing living plants and animals, much of our understanding 
of function and adaptation comes from living organisms as 
models. Therefore, this book views the living as the window 

into what came  before—  the present contextualizes and 
informs our understanding of the past. It is no mistake, 
then, that Discovering Our Origins is the subtitle of the book. 
The origins of who we are today do not just lie in the record 
of the past, but are very much embodied in the living. Our 
origins are expressed in our physical makeup (bone, teeth, 
and muscles), in our behavior, and in so many other ways 
that the student taking this course will learn about from 
this book and from you. You can teach individual chapters in 
any order, and that is partly because each chapter reinforces 
the central point: we understand our past via what we see in 
the living.

Part II presents evidence of the past, covering more than 
50  million years of primate and human evolution. Most 
textbooks of this kind end the record of human evolution at 
about 25,000 years ago, when modern Homo sapiens evolved 
worldwide. This textbook also provides the record since the 
appearance of modern humans, showing that important bio-
logical changes occurred in just the last 10,000 years, largely 
relating to the shift from hunting and gathering to the 
domestication of plants and animals. Food production was 
a revolutionary development in the human story, and Part II 
presents this remarkable record, including changes in health 
and  well-  being that continue today. A new subdiscipline of 
physical anthropology, bioarchaeology, is contributing pro-
found insights into the last 10,000 years, one of the most 
dynamic periods of human evolution.

During this period, a fundamental change occurred in 
how humans obtained food. This change set the stage for 
our current environmental disruptions and modern living 
conditions, including global warming, the alarming global 
increase in obesity, and the rise of health threats such as newly 
emerging infectious diseases, of which there is little under-
standing and for which scientists are far from fnding cures.

CHANGES IN THE THIRD EDITION

Refecting the dynamic nature of physical anthropology, 
there are numerous revisions and updates throughout this 
new, third edition of Essentials of Physical Anthropology. These 
updates provide content on the  cutting-  edge developments 
in the discipline, give new ways of looking at older fndings, 
and keep the book engaging and timely for both you and 
your students. Although the core principle of the book 
remains the same, namely the focus on evolution, the revi-
sions throughout the book present new insights, new discov-
eries, and new perspectives. Other changes are intended to 
give added focus and clarity and to increase the visual appeal 
that supports the pedagogy of engagement and learning:
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• New content on biocultural adaptation. Anthropol-
ogists provide important insights into how humans’ 
remarkable intelligence is related to their evolution-
ary success. This third edition presents new research 
on the role of social learning and the retention of 
 knowledge—  the accumulation of  information—  over 
many generations.

• New primate taxonomy. In order to inform students 
about the latest developments in primate classifca-
tion, the third edition has shifted from the tradi-
tional,  grade-  based approach used in the previous 
editions to the cladistics, or phylogenetic, approach. 
This approach provides students with a classifca-
tion based on  ancestor-  descendant evolutionary 
relationships.

• New content on developments in genetics that are altering 
our understanding of phenotype. We are learning that 
 non-  protein coding DNA, often considered “junk” 
DNA, has important implications for various other 
instructions in the genome. Similarly, the rapidly 
expanding feld of epigenetics is revealing evolution-
ary change without alteration of DNA.

• New content on race and human variation in Chapter 5.
• New content on maladaptive human behavior and health 

outcomes such as obesity. The role of environment is 
fundamental in understanding patterns of health in 
very recent human evolution, including the impacts 
of the creation of obesogenic environments, the 
alarming rise in obesity globally, and the causes and 
consequences of these changing circumstances and 
outcomes.

• New content on fossil primate and hominin discoveries. 
Exciting new discoveries in early primate evolution 
from Africa and Asia are revealing the enormous 
variety and complexity of species. New discoveries 
from East Africa reveal that although all australo-
pithecines were bipedal, some retained arboreal 
behavior relatively late in the evolution of these 
early hominins. New discovery of stone tools dat-
ing to 3.3 million years ago—700,000 years earlier 
than previously known—from East Africa shows 
the  beginnings of humankind’s reliance on material 
 culture. Once thought to be the domain of Homo, 
these early dates show use of tools by earlier aus-
tralopithecines, long before the origins of our genus. 
These discoveries continue to illustrate the com-
plexity of early hominin evolution. New evidence 
from chemical and tooth wear analyses reveals that 
at least some later australopithecines were eating 
 signifcant quantities of  low-  quality vegetation, 

including grasses on the African savanna, confrming 
the  long-  held notion that some had highly specialized 
diets.

• New fndings on the origins of cooking and its  
importance in human evolution. Controlled use of 
fre dates to as early as 1 mya in South Africa. This 
innovation provided a means for cooking meats and 
starches, thereby increasing the digestibility of these 
foods. New research suggests that cooking and nutri-
tional changes associated with cooking may have 
“fueled” the increase in brain and body size in early 
hominins.

• New content on the appearance and evolution of modern 
Homo sapiens and the Neandertal genome. Analysis 
of the direction and pattern of scratches on the 
incisors of Neandertals reveals that they were pre-
dominantly  right-  handed. In addition to showing 
this modern characteristic, this fnding reveals that 
this earlier form of H. sapiens had brain laterality, a 
feature linked to speech. Neandertals talked. New 
genetic evidence reveals the presence of Neander-
tal genes in modern humans, consistent with the 
hypothesis that modern H. sapiens interbred with 
Neandertals. Newly discovered hominin fossils from 
Denisova, Siberia, dating to the late Pleistocene 
represent a genome that is diferent from Neander-
tals’ and modern H. sapiens’. This newly discovered 
“Denisovan” genome is also found in people living 
today in East Asia, suggesting that modern H. sapiens 
encountered Neandertals as well as other populations 
once in Europe.

• New fndings on the future of humankind. The study of 
melting ice caps and glaciers around the world today 
reveals a dramatic warming trend. As temperatures 
rise, habitats are in the process of changing. These 
environmental changes will provide a context for 
evolution, both in plants and in animals. These fac-
tors, coupled with reduction in species diversity, are 
creating new health challenges for humans today and 
for the foreseeable future.

• Revision of content to enhance clarity. I have contin-
ued to focus on helping students understand core 
concepts, with considerable attention given to cell 
biology, genetics, DNA, race and human variation, 
primate taxonomy, locomotion, and dating methods. 
As in previous editions, I paid careful attention to 
the clarity of fgure captions. The captions do not 
simply repeat text. Instead, they ofer the student 
additional details relevant to the topic and occasional 
questions about concepts that the fgures convey.
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• Greatly enhanced art program. The new edition con-
tains over 100 new or revised fgures, often using a 
new “photorealistic” style. The book adds several 
 full-  color  two-  page spreads developed by Mauri-
cio Antón, a  world-  renowned artist with expertise 
in conveying past life through wonderful visual 
presentations.

• “Evolution Review” sections. At the end of each chapter, 
an “Evolution Review” section summarizes material 
on evolution in that chapter and includes assignable 
questions about concepts and content. Suggested 
answers appear in the Instructor’s Manual.

• InQuizitive. Norton’s new formative and adaptive 
online learning resource improves student under-
standing of the big picture concepts of physical 
anthropology. Students receive personalized quiz 
questions on the topics they need the most help 
with. Engaging,  game-  like elements motivate 
 students as they learn. These are intended for use 
in teaching  face-  to-  face, blended, or online class 
formats.

• New lab manual. This text now has a new lab manual, 
the Lab Manual for Biological Anthropology—Engaging 
with Human Evolution by K. Elizabeth Soluri and 
Sabrina C. Agarwal. This fexible and richly illus-
trated manual is designed to support or enhance 
your current labs and collections, or work on its own. 
Attractively priced, discount bundles can be pur-
chased including this text.

AIDS TO THE LEARNING PROCESS

Each chapter opens with a vignette telling the story of one 
person’s discovery that relates directly to the central theme 
of the chapter. This vignette is intended to draw your stu-
dents into the excitement of the topic and to set the stage 
for the Big Questions that the chapter addresses.

BIG QUESTION learning objectives are introduced early in 
the chapter to help your students organize their reading and 
understand the topic.

CONCEPT CHECKS are scattered throughout each chap-
ter and immediately follow a major section. These aids are 
intended to help your students briefy revisit the key points 
they have been reading about.

LOCATOR MAPS are placed liberally throughout the book. 
 College-  level instructors tend to hope that students have a 
good sense of geography, but like a lot of people who do not 

look at places around the world on a daily basis, students 
often need reminders about geography. In recognition of 
this, locator maps in the book’s margins show the names and 
locations of places that are likely not common knowledge.

PHOTOREALISTIC ART YOU CAN “TOUCH”: Designed 
to give students an even better appreciation for the feel 
of the discipline, the art program has been substantially 
reworked. Now most illustrations of bones and skeletons 
have an almost photorealistic feel, and most primates were 
redrawn for a high degree of realism. This book helps your 
students visualize what they are reading about by including 
hundreds of images, many specially prepared for the book. 
These illustrations tell the story of physical anthropology, 
including key processes, central players, and important con-
cepts. As much thought went into the pedagogy behind the 
illustration program as into the writing of the text.

DEFINITIONS are also presented in the text’s margins, 
giving your students ready access to what a term means 
generally in addition to its use in the associated text. For 
convenient reference, defned terms are signaled with bold-
face page numbers in the index.

At the end of each chapter, ANSWERING THE BIG 
QUESTIONS presents a summary of the chapter’s central 
points organized along the lines of the Big Questions pre-
sented at the beginning of the chapter.

The study of evolution is the central core concept of 
physical anthropology. The newly introduced EVOLUTION 
REVIEW section at the end of each chapter discusses topics 
on evolution featured in the chapter and asks questions that 
will help the student develop a focused understanding of 
content and ideas.

INQUIZITIVE is our new  game-  like, formative, adaptive 
assessment program featuring visual and conceptual ques-
tions keyed to each chapter’s learning objectives from the 
text. InQuizitive helps you track and report on your students’ 
progress to make sure they are better prepared for class.

Join me now in engaging your students in the excitement 
of discovering physical anthropology.

TOOLS FOR TEACHING AND LEARNING

The Essentials of Physical Anthropology teaching and learning 
package provides instructors and students with all the tools 
they need to visualize anthropological concepts, learn key 
vocabulary, and test knowledge.
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FOR INSTRUCTORS

InQuizitive

New InQuizitive online formative and adaptive assessment 
is available for use with Essentials of Physical Anthropology, 
Third Edition, featuring interactive and engaging questions 
with  answer-  specifc feedback. InQuizitive features ques-
tions designed to help students better understand the core 
objectives of each chapter. Built to be intuitive and easy to 
use, InQuizitive makes it a snap to assign, assess, and report 
on student performance and help keep your class on track. 
Options are available to integrate InQuizitive into your 
LMS or Coursepack. Contact your local  W.  W.  Norton 
representative for details.

Lab Manual and Workbook for Biological 
 Anthropology—  Engaging with Human Evolution 
by K. Elizabeth Soluri and Sabrina C. Agarwal.

This new manual captures student interest and illustrates 
the discipline with the vivid  images—  every chapter contains 
large detailed fgures, photographs that are properly scaled, 
and drawings of bones and fossils with an almost  three- 
 dimensional appearance. The labs are grouped into four 
units of four chapters each: 1) genetics/evolutionary theory; 
2) human osteology and forensics; 3) primatology; and 4) 
paleoanthropology. No topic is  over-   or underemphasized, 
and the manual is fexibly designed to be used as a whole, or 
as individual labs, and with a school’s cast and photo collec-
tion or with the sample photos provided. Each lab has unique 
Critical Thinking Questions to go with Chapter Review and 
Lab Exercises. This manual is available at student friendly 
prices, either as a  stand-  alone volume or bundled with this 
text, or as a custom volume.

Coursepacks

Available at no cost to professors or students, Norton 
Coursepacks for online or hybrid courses are available in a 
variety of formats, including all versions of Blackboard and 
WebCT. Content includes review quizzes, fash cards, and 
links to animations and videos. Coursepacks are available 
from wwnorton.com/instructors.

New Animations

These new animations of key concepts from each chapter are 
available in either the Coursepacks, or from wwnorton.com/
instructors. Animations are brief, easy to use, and great for 
explaining concepts either in class or in a  distance-  learning 
environment.

New Videos

This new streaming video service is now available through 
Norton Coursepacks and at wwnorton.com/instructors. 
These  one-   to  seven-  minute educational flm clips from 
across the discipline but with an emphasis on paleoanthro-
pology and primatology help students see and think like 
anthropologists and make it easy for instructors to illustrate 
key concepts and spark classroom discussion.

Update PowerPoint Service

To help cover what is new in the discipline, each semester we 
will provide a new set of supplemental lectures, notes, and 
assessment material covering current and breaking research. 
Prepared by Laurie Reitsema (University of Georgia) and 
with previous updates from Kathy Droesch (Sufolk County 
Community College), this material is available for download 
at wwnorton.com/instructors.

PowerPoint Slides and Art JPEGs

Designed for instant classroom use, these slides prepared by 
Jeremy DeSilva (Boston University) using art from the text 
are a great resource for your lectures. All art from the book is 
also available in PowerPoint and JPEG formats. Download 
these resources from wwnorton.com/instructors.

Instructor’s Manual

Prepared by Nancy Tatarek (Ohio University) and Greg 
Laden, this innovative resource provides chapter summaries, 
chapter outlines, lecture ideas, discussion topics, suggested 
reading lists for instructors and students, a guide to “Writ-
ing about Anthropology,” suggested answers to Evolution 
Matters questions, and teaching materials for each video.

Test Bank

Prepared by Renee Garcia (Saddleback College) and Greg 
Laden, this Test Bank contains  multiple-  choice and essay 
questions for each chapter. It is downloadable from  Norton’s 
Instructor’s Website and available in Word, PDF, and 
ExamView® Assessment Suite formats. Visit wwnorton.com/
instructors.

Ebook

An afordable and convenient alternative, Norton ebooks 
retain the content and design of the print book and allow 
students to highlight and take notes with ease, print chap-
ters as needed, and search the text.
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WHO HELPED

I owe much to the many people who made this book 
possible, from the planning and writing of the frst and sec-
ond editions, and now this third edition. First and foremost, 
I thank my wife, Christine, and son, Spencer, who helped in 
innumerable ways. They were my captive audience: without 
protest, they listened to my ideas at the dinner table, on 
family trips, and in other places where we probably should 
have been talking about other things. Chris read many 
drafts of chapters and gave great advice on when and where 
to cut, add, or rethink. I thank my parents, the late Leon 
and Patricia Larsen, who introduced me to things old and 
sparked my interest in the human past.

Jack Repcheck frst approached me about writing a text-
book on introductory physical anthropology. His power of 
persuasion, combined with my own interest in the discipline 
and its presentation to college students, was instrumental 
in reeling me in and getting the project of the ground. Jack 
and others at W. W. Norton & Company made the process 
of writing the book a great experience in all ways, from writ-
ing to publication. On the frst  edition, I began work with 
editors John Byram and then Leo Wiegman. I am indebted 
to Pete Lesser, who took on the project after Leo. Pete gave 
direction on writing and production, provided very helpful 
feedback on presentation and pedagogy, and orchestrated 
the process of review, revision, and  production—  all without 
a hitch. Under Pete’s guidance, the frst edition became the 
most widely used textbook in physical anthropology. Jack 
Repcheck continued the project in preparation for the sec-
ond edition. The preparation of the third edition was over-
seen by editor Eric Svendsen. His advice and guidance were 
central to seeing the book come to fruition. Tacy Quinn 
recently joined the team and has spearheaded the develop-
ment of new media for this edition including InQuizitive. 
Marina Rozova does an excellent job developing the core 
supplement package for each edition. Kurt Wildermuth 
edited the entire manuscript for the frst two editions. His 
skill as an editor and staying on top of content from begin-
ning to end added enormously to the book’s presentation and 
readability. Sunny Hwang has now taken Kurt’s place and has 
especially helped with revisions in the  end-  of-  chapter mate-
rial and the  on-  line supplements program. Diane Cipollone 
was instrumental in producing these pages and directing a 
wide variety of editing issues that arose, and the entire team 
is now supported by Rachel Goodman. Ben Reynolds guided 
the process of production from beginning to end. I am also 
grateful to Mauricio Antón for his wonderful new illustra-
tions of six “big events” of human evolution in chapter 1, the 
new rendition of the Taï Forest primates as a microcosm of 

primate adaptation in chapter 6, and the Eocene, Oligocene, 
and Miocene primates and their habitats in chapter 9. Greg 
Laden, Renee Garcia, and Nancy Tatarek’s timely and ef-
cient completion of the Test Bank and Instructor’s Manual is 
much appreciated. Laurie Reitsema has been recently added 
to the team producing our valuable update PowerPoints each 
semester, and I thank Kathy Droesch for her past work on 
these updates.

With the input of instructors and focus group attendees 
who are included in the reviewer list, we have created an 
extensive new media and assessment suite for the third  edi-
tion. However, my thanks for extensive work in developing 
InQuizitive and our new animations go to Tracy Betsinger of 
SUNY Oneonta, Ashley Hurst of University of Texas at San 
Antonio, Kristina Killgrove of University of West Florida, 
Greg Laden, Joanna Lambert of the University of Colorado, 
and Heather Worne of University of  Kentucky, with further 
thanks to contributors Jaime Ullinger,  Quinnipiac University, 
and Nancy Cordell, South Puget Sound Community College. 
And thanks to Sandra Wheeler of University of Central Flor-
ida, Ellen Miller of Wake Forest University, Bonnie Yoshida 
of Grossmont College, Jacqueline Eng of Western Michigan 
University, Jeremy DeSilva of Boston University,  K.  Eliza-
beth Soluri of College of Marin, and again Nancy Cordell of 
South Puget Sound Community College for their important 
feedback and reviews of these resources.

Thanks go to former and current graduate students and 
faculty colleagues at the Ohio State University who helped in 
so many ways. I ofer a very special thanks to Tracy Betsinger, 
who assisted in a number of aspects of the book. For the 
frst edition, she read drafts of chapters at various stages and 
helped in fgure selection, in glossary compilation, and as a 
sounding board in general for ideas that went into the book. 
For the second edition, she ofered very helpful suggestions 
for revisions. Thanks to Jaime Ullinger, who provided the 
content and data for the box on PTC tasting. Tracy, Jaime, 
Jim Gosman, Dan Temple, Haagen Klaus, and Josh Sadvari 
read parts or all of the manuscript and ofered great advice. 
For all three editions, I had many helpful discussions with 
Scott McGraw about primate behavior, evolution, and tax-
onomy. Scott also provided advice on the production  of 
the  two-  page spreads on both primate diversity and eagle 
predation in the Taï  Forest, Ivory Coast (chapters  6 and 
7). For this edition, John Fleagle provided valuable support 
reviewing details in most of the new primate illustrations, 
in particular the  two-  page spreads, and every new piece of 
art was frst reviewed in the larger Our  Origins volume by 
Arthur Durband, Andrew Kramer, and Sandra Wheeler. 
Doug Crews gave advice on the complexities of primate 
(including human) biology and  life history. Haagen Klaus 
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provided materials for and help on the  two-  page spread on 
the biological consequences of the agricultural revolution 
and many other helpful comments and suggestions for 
revision. Barbara Piperata advised me on key aspects of 
modern human biology and nutrition  science, and Dawn 
Kitchen provided discussion and help on the fundamentals 
of primate communication and how best to present it. Josh 
Sadvari was indispensable in the creation of the Evolution 
Review sections at the end of each chapter.

Over the years, I have had helpful conversations with my 
teachers, colleagues, and students about areas of their exper-
tise, and these people have infuenced the development of the 
book in so many ways. I am grateful to Patricia  J.  O’Brien 
and Milford  H.  Wolpof, my respective undergraduate and 
graduate advisors. Both were instrumental in developing 
my interest in science and the wonderful profession I work 
in. I thank Barry Bogin, Kristen Hawkes, Jim O’Connell, 
David Thomas, Bob Kelly, Jerry Milanich, Bruce Smith, 
Kris Gremillion, Bonnie McEwan, Matt Cartmill, Dale 
Hutchinson, Chris Ruf, Simon Hillson, Michael Schultz, 
Sam Stout, Doug Ubelaker, Dan Sellen, Clark Howell, Rick 
Steckel, Phil Walker, John Relethford, Mark Weiss, Mar-
garet Schoeninger, Karen Rosenberg, Lynne Schepartz, 
Fred Smith, Brian Hemphill, Bruce Winterhalder, Meg 
Conkey, Desmond Clark, Erik Trinkaus, Katherine Russell, 
Vin Steponaitis, Mark Teaford, Richard Wrangham, Jerry 
Rose, Mark Cohen, William Bass, Loring Brace, Stanley 
Garn, Frank Livingstone, Phil Gingerich,  T.  Dale Stew-
art, Larry Angel, Mike Finnegan, Harriet Ottenheimer, 
Marty Ottenheimer, Roberto Frisancho, Randy Susman, 
Karen Strier, Joanna Lambert, Jim Hijiya, Cecil Brown, Bill 
Fash, Rich Blanton, Henry Wright, James Grifn, Bill 
Jungers, David Frayer, Bill Pollitzer, George Armelagos, 
Jane Buikstra, Elwyn Simons, Steve Churchill, Neil Tubbs, 
Bob Bettinger, Tim White, Dean Falk, Owen Lovejoy, 
Scott Simpson, David Carlson, Alan Goodman, Bill Dancey, 
Debbie  Guatelli-  Steinberg, Sam Stout, Clark Mallam, and 
Chris Peebles.

I would like to thank Joanna E. Lambert, University of 
Colorado–Boulder and Friderun Ankel-Simons, Duke Uni-
versity for their help and their words used to prepare the 
back cover description. Their response was helpful, timely, 
and their suggested wording was perfect.

The book benefted from the expertise of many anthro-
pologists and other experts. I especially acknowledge the fol-
lowing reviewers for their insights, advice, and suggestions for 
revision of the text and creation of the support package:

Sabrina Agarwal, University of California, Berkeley
Paul Aiello, Ventura College
Lon Alterman, North Carolina State University

Tara Devi Ashok, University of Massachusetts Boston
Diana  Ayers-  Darling, Mohawk Valley Community 

College
Philip de Barros, Palomar College
Thad Bartlett, University of Texas at San Antonio
Cynthia Beall, Case Western Reserve University
Owen Beattie, University of Alberta
Anna Bellisari, Wright State University
Daniel Benyshek, University of Nevada, Las Vegas
Tracy Betsinger, State University of New York at Oneonta
Deborah Blom, University of Vermont
Amy Bogaard, Oxford University
Günter Bräuer, University of Hamburg
Emily Brunson, University of Washington
Victoria Buresch, Glendale Community College
Isabelle Champlin, University of Pittsburgh at Bradford
Joyce Chan, California State University, Dominguez 

Hills
 Chi-  hua Chiu, Kent State University
David Clark, Catholic University of America
Robert Corruccini, Southern Illinois University
Herbert Covert, University of Colorado
Douglas Crews, Ohio State University
Eric Delson, Lehman College, City University of 

New York
Katherine Dettwyler, University of Delaware
Joanne Devlin, University of Tennessee
Paul Erickson, St. Mary’s University
Becky Floyd, Cypress College
David Frayer, University of Kansas
Daniel Gebo, Northern Illinois University
Anne Grauer, Loyola University of Chicago
Mark Grifn, San Francisco State University
Michael Grimes, Western Washington University
Gregg Gunnell, Duke University
Lesley Harrington, University of Alberta
Lauren Hasten, Las Positas College
John Hawks, University of  Wisconsin–  Madison
Samantha Hens, California State University, Sacramento
James Higham, New York University
Madeleine Hinkes, San Diego Mesa College
Homes Hogue, Ball State University
Nina Jablonski, Pennsylvania State University
Karin Enstam Jafe, Sonoma State University
Gabriela Jakubowska, Ohio State University
Gail Kennedy, University of California, Los Angeles
Dawn Kitchen, Ohio State University
Haagen Klaus, George Mason University
Patricia Lambert, Utah State University
Michael Little, Binghamton University
Chris Loefer, Irvine Valley College
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Sara Lynch, Queens College, City University of New York
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TO THE STUDENT

PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGY IS ABOUT 
DISCOVERING WHO WE ARE

THINKING LIKE AN ANTHROPOLOGIST

Who are we? Where do we come from? Why do we look 
and act the way we do? This book is a journey that addresses 
these and other big questions about us, Homo sapiens. This 
journey emphasizes humans’ discovery of the fascinating 
record of our diversity and of our evolution, a record that 
serves as a collective memory of our shared biological pres-
ence on Earth. From here to the end of the book, I will 
share with you all kinds of ideas that add up to our current 
understanding of human beings as living organisms. Along 
the way, you will experience scientifc breakthroughs such 
as the Human Genome Project and forensics (you might 
even watch CSI and Bones in a whole new way). You will gain 
new understandings of phenomena such as race and human 
diversity, global warming and its impact on our evolution 
and our  well-  being, the origins of human violence, global 
disease, and the growing worldwide obesity epidemic. Like 
an anthropologist tackling important questions, you will 
discover places on nearly every continent and come to see 
what life was like for millions of years before the present, 
before the emergence and evolution of humans.

Neither your instructor nor I can expect you as an intro-
ductory student to understand all the developments in phys-
ical anthropology. Both of us can, however, present you with 
a clear and concise framework of the feld. By the time you 
are fnished reading this book and completing this course, 
you will have a solid background in the basic tenets of the 
discipline. This knowledge will help you understand your 
place in nature and the world that  we—  more than 7 billion 
of us and  growing—  live in. The framework for developing 
your understanding of physical anthropology is  the scien-
tifc method, a universal approach to understanding the 
very complex natural world. You should not assume that 
this book and this course are about only knowing the right 

answers, the “facts” of physical anthropology. Rather, they 
are also about seeing how physical anthropologists know 
what they  know—  understanding the scientifc method. So 
as you read, keep in mind the key questions that scientists 
try to answer, their processes and methods for fnding the 
answers, and the answers themselves.

In writing this book, I have focused on the big ques-
tions in physical anthropology, how scientists have tackled 
them, and what key discoveries have been made. I have not 
shied away from identifying the scientists who made these 
 discoveries—  real people, young and old, from all over the 
world. Whether you need to learn all these individuals’ 
names and what they contributed to the growth of physical 
anthropology and to our knowledge of human evolution and 
variation is up to your instructor. But in the introductory 
physical anthropology class that I teach, I encourage my stu-
dents to learn about the people behind the ideas. By seeing 
the feld through these people’s eyes, you can start thinking 
like an anthropologist.

SEEING LIKE AN ANTHROPOLOGIST

Thinking like an anthropologist includes seeing what 
anthropologists see. We anthropologists are constantly 
looking at  things—  fossilized human teeth, ancient DNA, 
excavated stone tools, primate skeletons, and much  more— 
 and using what we see to understand biology in the past and 
in the present. The photos and drawn art throughout this 
book have been chosen to help you see what anthropologists 
see. I strongly encourage you to pay close attention to the 
visuals in the book and their captions because much of our 
anthropological understanding is in the art program.

THE STRUCTURE OF THE BOOK

The book is divided into two parts. Following an overview of 
anthropology and physical anthropology (chapter 1), Part I 
provides the basic context for how we understand human 
(and our nonhuman primate relatives’) biology in the present 



(and how that helps us understand the past). From this 
section of the book you should come away with an under-
standing of evolution and the biology associated with it. 
Evolution as an idea has a long history (chapter 2). You will 
need to fully grasp the meaning and power of this theory, 
which explains humans’ biological variation today and in 
the past. Part I also has the important job of providing you 
with an understanding of genetics (chapters  3 and 4). This 
information is a central part of the evidence for evolution, 
from the level of the molecule to the level of the population.

Part I also looks at the biology of living people, that of the 
other living primates, and the variation among primate spe-
cies. I am keen on debunking the common notion that there 
are discrete  categories—  races—  of human beings (chapter 5). 
In fact, nothing about the biology of people, present or past, 
indicates that we can be divided into distinct groups. After 
looking at how environment and culture help shape the way 
humans look and behave, I will look similarly at nonhuman 
primates (chapters  6 and 7). Because nonhuman primates’ 
appearances are much more categorical than humans’ are, 
nonhuman primate appearance lends itself to classifcation 
or taxonomy. In these chapters, we will look at what nonhu-
man primates do in the wild, what they are adapted to, and 
especially the environment’s role in shaping their behavior 
and biology. By looking at living people and living nonhu-
man primates, we will be better equipped to understand the 
biological evidence drawn from the past.

Part II examines the processes and evidence physical 
anthropologists and other scientists use to understand the 
past (chapter  8), the evolution of prehuman primate ances-
tors that lived more than 50  million years ago (chapter  9), 
and both the emergence of our humanlike ancestors and 
their evolution into modern humans (chapters  10, 11, and 
12). Contrary to popular (and some scientifc) opinion, 
human evolution did not stop when anatomically modern 
people frst made their appearance in various corners of the 
globe. Rather, even into the last 10,000 years a considerable 
amount of biological change has occurred. Anthropologists 
have learned that agriculture, which began some 10,000 
years ago, has been a fundamental force behind population 
increase. The downside of this shift to new kinds of food 
and the resulting population increase was a general decline 
in health. The later section of Part II (chapter 13) explores 
the nature and cause of biological change, including the 
changes associated with health and  well-  being that led to 
the biological and environmental conditions we face today.

With this book in hand and our  goals—  thinking and see-
ing like  anthropologists—  in mind, let us set of on this excit-
ing journey. Consider it a voyage of discovery, on which our 
shipmates include your instructor and your fellow students. 
If we work hard and work together, we will fnd perhaps the 
most interesting thing on Earth: ourselves.

To the Student xxix

Gorilla meets hominin and 
author of Essentials of Physical 
Anthropology Clark Larsen.
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THE GEORGIA COAST WAS A FOCAL point for Spanish colonization in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. European colo-
nization set in motion changes in human living conditions that eventually affected human biology on a global scale.
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What Is Physical 
Anthropology?

In the heat of the midday summer sun, our boat slowly made its way across the fve 
miles of water that separate mainland Georgia from St. Catherines Island, one of a 
series of barrier islands dotting the Atlantic seaboard. Today, the island is covered by 

dense vegetation typical of the subtropical American  South—  palmettos and other palm 
trees, pines, hickories, and live  oaks—  and is infested with a wide array of stinging and 
biting insects. It is hard to imagine that this setting was once a focal point of the Span-
ish colonial “New World,” representing the northernmost extension of Spain’s claim on 
eastern North America. This was the location of the Roman Catholic church and mis-
sion Santa Catalina de Guale, where several hundred Indians and a dozen Spaniards 
lived and worked during the late 1500s and most of the 1600s.

What could possibly have motivated my feld team and me to work for months under 
a blazing sun, fghting insects? Like any scientifc investigation, our feldwork was moti-
vated by specifc questions that we keenly wanted to answer. Buried in the sands of 
St. Catherines were the mortal  remains—  skeletons—  of the native people who had lived 
at this  long-  abandoned place. These remains held answers to questions about the 
biology of modern people. Native Americans had lived in this area of the world for most 
of the last 10,000 years. We wanted to know about their biological evolution and vari-
ation: How had these people changed biologically over this time span? What caused 
these changes? What circumstances led to the changes that we hoped to identify and 
interpret?

When we frst set foot on St. Catherines Island in the summer of 1982 to begin our 
work at Mission Santa Catalina, we were excited about our project, but little did we 

B I G  Q U E S T I O N S ?
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realize just what a spectacular scientifc journey we were undertaking. The skel-
etons we sought turned out to provide wonderfully rich biological details about a 
 little-  understood region of the world, especially relating to the health consequences 
and behavioral consequences of European contact on native peoples. In setting up 
the research project, I had envisioned that our fndings would provide a microcosm 
of what had unfolded  globally—  in the Americas, Asia, Africa, and  Australia—  during 
the previous 500 years of human history. During this period, signifcant biological 
changes had taken place in humans. Some of these changes were  evolutionary— 
 they resulted in genetic change. Other biological changes, nonevolutionary ones, 
refected signifcant alterations in health and lifestyle, alterations that had left 
impressions on the skeletons we studied. Such  study—  of genetic and nongenetic 
 changes—  here and elsewhere in the world has proven fundamental to human 
beings’ understanding of their biology in the early  twenty-  frst century.

Like any scientifc investigation, the research project at Mission Santa Catalina did 
not develop in a vacuum. Prior to our work there, my team and I had devoted nearly a 
decade to studying hundreds of skeletons we had excavated from the region, dating 
from before the arrival of Spaniards. We had learned from archaeological evidence 
that before AD 1000 or so the people there ate exclusively wild animals, fsh, and 
wild  plants—  they were hunters and gatherers. Never settling into one place for any 
period of time, they moved from place to place over the year, hunting animals, fshing 
on the coastline, and collecting plants. Then, their  descendants—  the ancestors of 
the mission  Indians—  acquired corn agriculture, becoming the frst farmers in the 
region. These people did lots of fshing, but farming produced the mainstay of their 
diet. This major shift in lifestyle led to the establishment of semipermanent villages. 
In comparison with the  hunter–  gatherers living before AD 1000, the later agricultural 
people were shorter, their skulls and limb bones were smaller, and they had more 
dental disease and more infections. All of this  information—  scientifc discoveries 
about the prehistoric people, their biological changes, and their  adaptations—  set the 
stage for our return to the island to study the people who lived at Santa Catalina, the 
descendants of the prehistoric  hunter–  gatherers and later farmers. From our study 
of their remains, we learned that after the Spaniards’ arrival the native people worked 
hard, they became more focused on producing and eating corn, and their health 
declined. The combination of declining quality of life and new diseases introduced 
by the Spaniards led to the native people’s extinction in this area of North America.

The research just described is one small part of the broader discipline known 
as physical anthropology. My work concerns life on the southeastern United States 
Atlantic coast, but physical anthropologists explore and study everywhere how humans 
and their ancestors lived. This enterprise covers a lot of ground and a lot of time, basi-
cally the entire world and the last 50 million years or so! The territorial coverage of 
physical anthropology is so widespread and so diverse because the feld addresses 
broad issues, seeking to understand human  evolution—  what we were in the past, 
who we are today, and where we will go in the future. Physical anthropologists seek 
answers to questions about why we are what we are as biological organisms. How 
we answer these questions is oftentimes diffcult. The questions, though, motivate 
physical anthropologists to spend months in the subtropics of coastal Georgia, 
learning about an extinct native people; in the deserts of central Ethiopia, fnding 
and studying the remains of people who lived hundreds, thousands, or even millions 
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of years ago; or at the high altitudes of the Andes Mountains, studying living people 
and their responses and  long-  term adaptation to low oxygen and extreme cold, to 
name just a few of the settings you will learn about in this book. In this chapter, we 
will explore in more detail the nature of physical anthropology and its subject matter.

What Is Anthropology?
When European explorers frst undertook transcontinental travel (for example, 
Marco Polo into Asia in the late 1200s) or transoceanic voyages to faraway lands 
(for example, Christopher Columbus to the Americas in the late 1400s and early 
1500s), they encountered people that looked, talked, dressed, and behaved very 
diferently from themselves. When these travelers returned to their home coun-
tries, they described the peoples and cultures they saw. Building on these accounts, 
early scholars speculated on the relationships between humans living in Europe 
and those encountered in distant places. Eventually, later scholars developed 
new ideas about other cultures, resulting in the development of the discipline of 
anthropology.

Anthropology is the study of humankind, viewed from the perspective of all 
people and all times. As it is practiced in the United States, it includes four branches 
or subdisciplines: cultural anthropology, archaeology, linguistic anthropology, 
and physical anthropology, also called biological anthropology (Figure 1.1).

Cultural anthropologists typically study  present-  day societies in  non-  Western 
settings, such as in Africa, South America, or Australia.  Culture—  defned as 
learned behavior that is transmitted from person to  person—  is the unifying theme 
of study in cultural anthropology.

Archaeologists study past human societies, focusing mostly on their material 
 remains—  such as animal and plant remains and places where people lived in 
the past. Archaeologists are best known for their study of material  objects— 
 artifacts—  from past cultures, such as weaponry and ceramics. Archaeologists 
study the processes behind past human  behaviors—  for example, why people lived 
where they did, why some societies were simple and others complex, and why 
people shifted from hunting and gathering to agriculture beginning more than 
10,000 years ago. Archaeologists are the cultural anthropologists of the  past—  they 
seek to reassemble cultures of the past as though those cultures were alive today.

Linguistic anthropologists study the construction and use of language by 
human  societies.  Language—  defned as a set of written or spoken symbols that 
refer to things (people, places, concepts, etc.) other than  themselves—  makes 
possible the transfer of knowledge from one person to the next and from one gen-
eration to the next. Popular among linguistic anthropologists is a subfeld called 
sociolinguistics, the investigation of language’s social contexts.

Physical (or biological) anthropologists study all aspects of present and past 
human biology. As we will explore in the next section, physical anthropology deals 
with the evolution of and variation among human beings and their living and past 
relatives.

No anthropologist is expected to be an expert in all four branches. Anthropol-
ogists in all four areas and with very diferent interests, however, acknowledge the 
diversity of humankind in all contexts. No other discipline embraces the breadth 
of the human condition in this manner. In fact, this remarkably diverse discipline 

anthropology The study of humankind, 
viewed from the perspectives of all peo-
ple and all times.

cultural anthropology The study of modern 
human societies through the analysis of 
the origins, evolution, and variation of 
culture.

archaeology The study of historic of pre-
historic human populations through the 
analysis of material remains.

linguistic anthropology The study of the 
construction, use, and form of language 
in human populations.

physical anthropology The original term for 
biological anthropology.

biological (physical) anthropology The study 
of the evolution, variation, and adaptation 
of humans and their past and present 
relatives.

culture Learned behavior that is transmit-
ted from person to person.

artifacts Material objects from past 
cultures.

language A set of written or spoken sym-
bols that refer to things (people, places, 
concepts, etc.) other than themselves.

sociolinguistics The science of investigat-
ing language’s social contexts.
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difers from other disciplines in its commitment to the notion that, unlike other 
animals, humans are  biocultural—  both biological and cultural beings. Anthro-
pologists are interested in the interrelationship between biology and culture. 
Anthropologists call this focus the biocultural approach. Anthropology also 
difers from other disciplines in emphasizing a broad comparative approach to 
the study of biology and culture, looking at all people (and their ancestors) and all 
cultures in all times and all places. Anthropologists are interested in people and 
their ancestors, wherever or whenever they lived. Simply, you are studying a feld 
that is holistic, unlike any you have studied before.

biocultural approach The scientifc study 
of the interrelationship between what 
humans have inherited genetically and 
culture.

The Four Branches of Anthropology

Cultural Anthropology Archaeology Linguistic Anthropology Physical Anthropology

The study of cultures and
societies of human beings
and their very recent past.

Traditional cultural 
anthropologists study 

living cultures and present
their observations in

an ethnography.

The study of past societies
and their cultures,

especially the material
remains of the past, such

as tools, food remains, and 
places where people lived.

The study of language,
especially how language

is structured, the evolution
of language, and the social

and cultural contexts
for language.

Also called biological
anthropology, physical

anthropology is the study
of human evolution
and variation, both
past and current.

FIGURE 1.1 The Four Branches of Anthropology (a) Cultural anthropologists, who study 
living populations, often spend time living with cultural groups to gain more intimate perspectives 
on those cultures. The American anthropologist Margaret Mead (1901–1978), one of the most 
recognizable names in cultural anthropology, studied the peoples of the Admiralty Islands, near 
Papua New Guinea. (b) Archaeologists study past human behaviors by investigating material 
remains that humans leave behind, such as buildings and other structures. In the Peruvian Andes, 
this archaeologist examines the remnants of a brewery used by the Wari Empire (ca. AD 750–1000). 
(c) Linguistic anthropologists study all aspects of language and language use. Here, Leslie Moore, 
a linguistic anthropologist working in a Fulbe community in northern Cameroon, records as a 
teacher guides a boy in memorizing Koranic verses. (d) Physical anthropologists study human 
evolution and variation. Some physical anthropologists study skeletons from the past to investigate 
evolution and variation throughout human history. Those working in forensic anthropology, a 
specialty within physical anthropology, examine skeletons to identify who they were in life. Such an 
identifcation may be of a single person or of thousands. For example, the forensic anthropologist 
pictured here was called on to help identify the estimated 30,000 victims of Argentina’s “Dirty War,” 
which followed the country’s 1976 coup.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

forensic anthropology The scientifc exam-
ination of skeletons in hope of identifying 
the people whose bodies they came 
from.
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What Is Physical Anthropology?
The short answer to this question is, Physical anthropology is the study of human biologi-
cal evolution and human biocultural variation. Two key concepts underlie this defnition.

Number one, every person is a product of evolutionary history, or all the bio-
logical changes that have brought humanity to its present form. The remains of 
humanlike beings, or hominins, indicate that the earliest human ancestors, in 
Africa, date to sometime around 6–8  million years ago (mya). Since that time, 
the physical appearance of hominins and their descendants, including modern 
humans, has changed dramatically. Our physical appearance, our intelligence, 
and everything else that makes us distinctive biological organisms evolved in our 
predecessors, whose genes led to the species we are today. (Genes and species are 
among the subjects of chapters 3 and 4.)

Number two, each of us is the product of his or her own individual life history. 
From the moment you were conceived, your biological makeup has been deter-
mined mostly by your genes. (The human  genome—  that is, all the genetic mate-
rial in a  person—  includes some 20,000–25,000 genes.) Your biological makeup is 
also strongly infuenced by your environment. Environment here refers not just to the 
obvious factors such as climate but to everything that has afected  you—  the physical 
activities you have engaged in (which have placed stress on your muscles and bones), 
the food you have eaten, and many other factors that afect overall health and  well- 
 being. Environment also includes social and cultural factors. A disadvantaged social 
environment, such as one in which infants and children receive  poor-  quality nutrition, 
can result in negative consequences such as poor health, reduced height, and shortened 
life expectancy. The Indian child who lived after the shift from foraging to farming on 
the Georgia coast ate more corn than did the Indian child who lived in the same place 
before AD 1000. Because of the  corn-  rich diet, the later child’s teeth had more cavities. 
Each child’s condition refects millions of years of evolution as well as more immediate 
circumstances, such as diet, exposure to disease, and the stresses of  day-  to-  day living.

WHAT DO PHYSICAL ANTHROPOLOGISTS DO?
Physical anthropologists routinely travel to places throughout the United States 
and around the world to investigate populations. Some physical anthropologists 
study living people, while others study extinct and living species of our nearest 
biological relatives, primates such as lemurs, monkeys, and apes. I am among the 
physical anthropologists who travel to museum collections and archaeological 
localities to study past societies. When I tell people outside the feld what I do for 
a living, they often think physical anthropology is quite odd, bizarre even. Frequently 
they ask, “Why would anyone want to study dead people and old bones and teeth?” 
Everyone has heard of physics, chemistry, and biology; but the average person has 
never heard of this feld. Compared to other areas of science, physical anthropology 
is small. But smallness does not make it unimportant. It is practical and important, 
providing answers to fundamental questions that have been asked by scholars and 
scientists for centuries, such as Who are we as a species? What does it mean to be human? 
Where did we come fom? Moreover, physical anthropology plays a vital role in address-
ing questions that are central to our society, sometimes involving circumstances that 
all of us wish had never come about. For example, the tragedy that Americans identify 
as 9/11 called immediately for the assistance of specialists from forensic anthropology.

hominin Humans and humanlike 
ancestors.

genome The complete set of genetic 
 information—  chromosomal and mito-
chondrial  DNA—  for an organism or spe-
cies that represents all of the inheritable 
traits.

primates A group of mammals in the 
order Primates that have complex 
behavior, varied forms of locomotion, and 
a unique suite of traits, including large 
brains,  forward-  facing eyes, fngernails, 
and reduced snouts.
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The discipline as practiced in the United States began in the frst half of the 
twentieth century, especially under the guidance of three key fgures: Franz Boas 
for American anthropology generally;  Czech-  born Aleš HrdliČka, who started 
the professional scientifc journal and professional society devoted to the feld; 
and Earnest Hooton, who trained most of the frst generation of physical anthro-
pologists. While the theory and methods of physical anthropologists today have 
changed greatly since the early 1900s, the same basic topics frst envisioned by 
these founders form what we do.

Physical anthropologists study all aspects of human biology, specifcally looking 
at the evolution and variation of human beings and their living and past relatives. 
This focus on biology means that physical anthropologists practice a biological 
science. But they also practice a social science, in that they study biology within the 
context of culture and behavior. Depending on their areas of interest, physical 
anthropologists might examine molecular structure, bones and teeth, blood types, 
breathing capacity and lung volume, genetics and genetic history, infectious and 
other types of disease, origins of language and speech, nutrition, reproduction, 
growth and development, aging, primate origins, primate social behavior, brain 
biology, and many other topics dealing with variation in both the living and the 
 dead—  sometimes the very long dead (Figure 1.2)!

In dealing with such topics, physical anthropologists apply methods and theo-
ries developed in other disciplines as well as in their own as they answer questions 
that help us understand who we are, a point that I will raise over and over again 
throughout this book. The very nature of their discipline and their constant 
borrowing from other disciplines mean that physical anthropologists practice an 
interdisciplinary science. For example, they might draw on the work of geologists 
who study the landforms and layering of deposits of soil and rock that tell us when 
earlier humans lived. Or they might obtain information from paleontologists, who 
study the evolution of  life-  forms in the distant past and thus provide the essential 
context for understanding the world in which earlier humans lived. Some physical 
anthropologists are trained in chemistry, so they can analyze the chemical properties 
of bones and teeth to determine what kinds of foods were eaten by those earlier 
humans. Or to learn how living humans adapt to  reduced-  oxygen settings, such as in 
the high altitudes of the Peruvian Andes Mountains, physical anthropologists might 
work with physiologists who study the lungs’ ability to absorb oxygen. The frm yet 
fexible identity of their science allows physical anthropologists to gather data from 
other disciplines in order to address key questions. Questions drive what they do.

What Makes Humans So Different 
from Other Animals?: The Six Steps 
to Humanness
Human beings clearly difer from other animals. From humanity’s earliest  origin— 
 about 6–8 mya, when an apelike primate began walking on two  feet—  to the period 
beginning about 10,000 years ago, when modern climates and environments 
emerged following what is commonly known as the Ice Age, six key attributes 
developed that make us unique. These attributes are bipedalism, nonhoning 
chewing, complex material culture and tool use, hunting, speech, and dependence 
on domesticated foods (Figure 1.3, pp. 10–11). The frst development represents 

FIGURE 1.2 A Sample of What Physical Anthropologists Do (a) Human remains excavated at Bactia Pozzeveri, a medieval church cemetery in 
Tuscany, Italy, provide a window onto health and living conditions in Europe. (b) Geneticists analyze samples of human DNA for various anthropological 
purposes. DNA studies are used to determine how closely related humans are to other primate species, to examine human origins, and to determine 
individual identities. (c) A human biologist records the physical activities of a lactating woman (right, weaving basket) living in a rural community in the 
eastern Amazon, Brazil. These data will be used to calculate the woman’s energy expenditure and to understand how she copes with reproduction’s 
great energy demands. (d) In a lab, a forensic anthropologist measures and assesses human bones. If the bones came from a contemporary grave, this 
forensic information might help to identify the victim. If the bones belonged to a past population, physical anthropologists might use these data to gain 
insight into the population’s health and lifestyle. (e) Laboratory investigations of human ancestors’ bones help paleoanthropologists to determine where 
these ancestors ft in the human family tree. (f) Primatologists, such as the British researcher Jane Goodall (b. 1934), study our closest living relatives, 
nonhuman primates. The behavior and lifestyle of chimpanzees, for example, help physical anthropologists to understand our evolutionary past.

(c)

(a)

(e)

(b)

(d)

(f)
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The discipline as practiced in the United States began in the frst half of the 
twentieth century, especially under the guidance of three key fgures: Franz Boas 
for American anthropology generally;  Czech-  born Aleš HrdliČka, who started 
the professional scientifc journal and professional society devoted to the feld; 
and Earnest Hooton, who trained most of the frst generation of physical anthro-
pologists. While the theory and methods of physical anthropologists today have 
changed greatly since the early 1900s, the same basic topics frst envisioned by 
these founders form what we do.

Physical anthropologists study all aspects of human biology, specifcally looking 
at the evolution and variation of human beings and their living and past relatives. 
This focus on biology means that physical anthropologists practice a biological 
science. But they also practice a social science, in that they study biology within the 
context of culture and behavior. Depending on their areas of interest, physical 
anthropologists might examine molecular structure, bones and teeth, blood types, 
breathing capacity and lung volume, genetics and genetic history, infectious and 
other types of disease, origins of language and speech, nutrition, reproduction, 
growth and development, aging, primate origins, primate social behavior, brain 
biology, and many other topics dealing with variation in both the living and the 
 dead—  sometimes the very long dead (Figure 1.2)!

In dealing with such topics, physical anthropologists apply methods and theo-
ries developed in other disciplines as well as in their own as they answer questions 
that help us understand who we are, a point that I will raise over and over again 
throughout this book. The very nature of their discipline and their constant 
borrowing from other disciplines mean that physical anthropologists practice an 
interdisciplinary science. For example, they might draw on the work of geologists 
who study the landforms and layering of deposits of soil and rock that tell us when 
earlier humans lived. Or they might obtain information from paleontologists, who 
study the evolution of  life-  forms in the distant past and thus provide the essential 
context for understanding the world in which earlier humans lived. Some physical 
anthropologists are trained in chemistry, so they can analyze the chemical properties 
of bones and teeth to determine what kinds of foods were eaten by those earlier 
humans. Or to learn how living humans adapt to  reduced-  oxygen settings, such as in 
the high altitudes of the Peruvian Andes Mountains, physical anthropologists might 
work with physiologists who study the lungs’ ability to absorb oxygen. The frm yet 
fexible identity of their science allows physical anthropologists to gather data from 
other disciplines in order to address key questions. Questions drive what they do.

What Makes Humans So Different 
from Other Animals?: The Six Steps 
to Humanness
Human beings clearly difer from other animals. From humanity’s earliest  origin— 
 about 6–8 mya, when an apelike primate began walking on two  feet—  to the period 
beginning about 10,000 years ago, when modern climates and environments 
emerged following what is commonly known as the Ice Age, six key attributes 
developed that make us unique. These attributes are bipedalism, nonhoning 
chewing, complex material culture and tool use, hunting, speech, and dependence 
on domesticated foods (Figure 1.3, pp. 10–11). The frst development represents 

FIGURE 1.2 A Sample of What Physical Anthropologists Do (a) Human remains excavated at Bactia Pozzeveri, a medieval church cemetery in 
Tuscany, Italy, provide a window onto health and living conditions in Europe. (b) Geneticists analyze samples of human DNA for various anthropological 
purposes. DNA studies are used to determine how closely related humans are to other primate species, to examine human origins, and to determine 
individual identities. (c) A human biologist records the physical activities of a lactating woman (right, weaving basket) living in a rural community in the 
eastern Amazon, Brazil. These data will be used to calculate the woman’s energy expenditure and to understand how she copes with reproduction’s 
great energy demands. (d) In a lab, a forensic anthropologist measures and assesses human bones. If the bones came from a contemporary grave, this 
forensic information might help to identify the victim. If the bones belonged to a past population, physical anthropologists might use these data to gain 
insight into the population’s health and lifestyle. (e) Laboratory investigations of human ancestors’ bones help paleoanthropologists to determine where 
these ancestors ft in the human family tree. (f) Primatologists, such as the British researcher Jane Goodall (b. 1934), study our closest living relatives, 
nonhuman primates. The behavior and lifestyle of chimpanzees, for example, help physical anthropologists to understand our evolutionary past.
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